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I.

Introduction

Park Background
San Antonio Missions National Historical Park (the park) is approximately 826
acres and is mostly located along the San Antonio River in the City of San Antonio
and Bexar County (Figure 1). A 99-acre parcel known as Rancho de las Cabras is
located west of Floresville in Wilson County about 25 miles south of San Antonio. The
park was established by an act of Congress in 1978 to preserve the 18th Century
Spanish Colonial Missions of Concepción, San Jose, San Juan, and Espada, along
with the landscape and historical features associated with them, such as the
acequias (irrigation ditches) and labores (farmlands). Within the park boundaries
there are two National Historic Landmarks, one National Historic Site, and the park is
designated as a National Historic District.
Much of the park is composed of the structures, mowed open space, and
landscape areas associated with the missions. The remainder is woodlands,
disturbed grasslands, and the Rancho, which is largely in a natural state. Most park
land is considered to be part of the cultural landscape. However, some park
property was obtained as a buffer between park cultural resources and private
development.
This formerly rural area is now almost entirely surrounded by urban
development (except the Rancho). This has greatly altered the park setting.
Residences and commercial establishments abut park property. The primary natural
feature that led to the establishment of the missions, the San Antonio River, was
modified into a trapezoidal flood control channel in the 1950s. At present, the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers and San Antonio River Authority (SARA) are restoring the
river to a more natural condition to benefit wildlife and recreation.
Prairie Restoration Project History
The park has been pursuing prairie restoration since 2003. Like the labors and
woodlands, native prairie was part of the Spanish colonial landscape. This project
was recommended as far back as 1998 in a Cultural Landscape Report for the
Rancho. Efforts to obtain funding for the project were unsuccessful until 2011 when
Phase 2 of a multi-park project was approved. The parks portion of this project is for
approximately 22 acres of native prairie in two separate areas.
During this time the park biologist has been assembling information about the
target sites and prairie restoration; interacting with restoration specialists at the
Ladybird Johnson Wildflower Center (LBJWC) and Texas Parks and Wildlife (TPW); and
attending conferences and workshops to prepare for this project. In 2006 the park
completed some experimental herbicide applications and plant monitoring at one
of the target sites to evaluate potential restoration methods.

Figure 1.

Project Purpose
This project will add the only missing landscape type from the Spanish colonial
period. Restoring native prairie in the park will enable the local community, park
visitors, and park staff to experience, better understand, and appreciate an
ecosystem that was present during the Spanish colonial period, but is now largely
gone from South Texas, as well as most of North America. Mixed-grass prairie
extended from Canada to Texas, ending in the San Antonio area.
It is expected that having native prairie will provide the opportunity for visitors
to form their own ideas, conclusions and connections, both intellectual and
emotional, about this ecosystem and its ties to the past and present of San Antonio.
Thus, interpretive panels will be placed along proposed trails that will run adjacent or
through the restored prairie.
Project Goals and Objectives
NOTE: SARA O&M document used for objectives; need to check other SOPN plans
The park will restore a native mixed-grass prairie at two sites totaling
approximately 22 acres (Figures 2 and 3), thus enhancing its educational, historical,
and recreational value as a resource for the local community and park visitors. Our
goals include engaging the local community (starting with the planning process and
lasting the life of the project); creating partnerships for plan implementation; and
implementing the plan.
Long-term (after 5 years) objectives of the project are as follows:
•
•
•

A minimum of 70% cover by native species
Presence (how much?) of all species planted by the project
A healthy mix of native grasses (60-70%?) and forbs/wildflowers (30-40%?)

A monitoring program will be established to collect data to assess whether
these objectives are being met, as well as a maintenance program to help ensure
success.
II.

Project Area Description

San Juan Dam Site
This site is adjacent to the former location of the San Juan Dam and the
beginning of the San Juan Acequia (irrigation ditch; see Figure 2). The 12-acre
project area is outside the riparian woodland along the San Antonio River and was
not part of any of the mission labores (farmlands). Therefore, it would have been
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mixed-grass prairie. After the end of the Spanish colonial period, this site was
homesteaded, cleared, and used for growing food and grazing animals. In the 20th
century it was acquired by a Texas state hospital and then donated to the National
Park Service (NPS) in 1990. Private landownership and settlement resulted in
considerable soil disturbance, soil compaction, and introduction of debris and nonnative species, the latter now dominating the site. The NPS has removed all of the
old structures and most of the debris and trash. The site is now mowed annually and
used as open space, although no public use occurs at present.
In 2006 data on the existing vegetation of the northern part of the project site
was collected to document conditions prior to experimental herbicide treatments.
Based on this data from random plots, the five most common species were Nassella
leucotricha, Parthenium hysterophorus, Sorghum halepense, Croton glandulosus, and
Ratibida columnifera. Since the area is regularly mowed, woody vegetation is at a
minimum. Not much is known about soil conditions, but they do not appear to be
compacted or altered enough to preclude this project. Soils in the project area are
Venus clay loams (NRCS, 1962).
The area is bounded by a railroad track to the east; city streets to the south
and east (past the railroad track); the San Juan Acequia and a planned trail to the
west, and a paved access road to the north. An underground sewer line runs
through the parcel and state hospital maintenance staff regularly accesses the area
to maintain a sewer lift station and cleanouts. These circumstances are both
favorable and unfavorable for the project. The acequia and paved surfaces will be
helpful for limiting the introduction of non-native plants via seed and with future
prescribed burning, should that occur. The nearby transportation routes could pose
problems for smoke management though. Continued access by state hospital staff
could lead to problems with introduction of weed seeds as well. To the west, a
natural area of riparian woodland and the newly restored San Antonio River channel
will link with the restored prairie, providing greater ecological benefits. In the other
directions remaining adjacent land is either residential or urban open space with
more limited benefits.
Rancho de las Cabras Site
The Rancho is a remnant of the extensive ranchlands that contained the herds
of livestock for Mission Espada. The 99-acre parcel contained ranch buildings and a
chapel surrounded by fortified rock walls. After the mission period, it was owned by
various families and used for agriculture and ranching. In 1950s the State of Texas
acquired the parcel and intended to develop it as a state park. In 1995 it was
donated to the NPS and became part of San Antonio Missions NHP. The project area
is approximately 10 acres and is located north of the historic building ruins.
Vegetation data for the Rancho is somewhat limited. All that exists are data
from field plots in support of a 2007 vegetation community mapping project. The site
was classified as a South Texas Ericameria woodland dominated by mesquite,

granjeno, and pricky pear cactus (Cogan, 2007). Soils are of the Venus-Aransas-Loire
association. The Cultural Landscape Report for the Rancho maps the site as a brushy
plains prairie community with native bunch grasses, shrubs, and scattered mesquite
trees, both before and during the mission period (Oculus, 1998). The report also
recommends that this area be altered via vegetation management to reduce
mesquite dominance and to re-establish open prairie as a way of re-creating the
cultural landscape.
The project site is bounded by an access road to the west; the ruins and
parking lot to the south; an agricultural field on the north; and the riparian woodland
of Picosa Creek (see Figure 3). Loss of good topsoil from centuries of grazing and the
huge amount of effort needed to clear the area of woody vegetation would be the
primary constraints. Stump removal, if required, would be a particular hardship.
Prescribed burning should not be difficult with good fire breaks on every side if a trail
is located on the eastern edge. A linkage to natural vegetation would occur to the
east as well.
III.

Project Design and Methods

Conceptual Design
For both sites, a mixed-grass prairie with several clumps (copses) of native trees
and shrubs is envisioned. The Rancho will have more copses than the San Juan Dam
site. Borders will be somewhat irregular, except where there will be existing linear
features like the railroad tracks at San Juan Dam and the access road at Rancho. At
the Rancho a narrow strip of trees and shrubs will be kept along the northern
boundary to screen out the agricultural fields. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate how the
project areas might look; actual locations of the woody copses, trail, and other
features could vary.
Site Preparation
The San Juan Dam site is regularly mowed by park staff so clearing woody
vegetation will not be necessary. However, non-native grass and forb eradication
will be required. Park staff will delineate all areas with medium to high cover of nonnative vegetation and these areas will be sprayed with glyphosate (or should we just
spray it all?). Following plant mortality, these areas will be disked. The area will then
be watered (unless there is ample rain), allowed to regrow a bit, and then sprayed
again with glyphosate.
For the Rancho site, removal of most woody vegetation is the only step as
there is no non-native herbaceous vegetation. Woody plant removal will be
accomplished by use of mechanical grinding machines and/or by crews with
chainsaws. If ground, wood chips will be raked into numerous piles for composting; if

it is done with chainsaws, wood will be placed into brushpiles and/or chipped into
piles. Cut stumps will be sprayed with triclopyr as necessary.
Plant Material, Source and Installation
A native grass and wildflower seed mix is the main plant material needed,
although some native trees and shrubs may be purchased for the San Juan Dam site.
On-site sources for seed gathering are very problematic, so the seed mix will be
obtained from the NRCS Plant Materials Center or a local vendor. All seed will be
from the ecoregion of the park. At a minimum, the following species will be in the
mix:
GRASSES
Little Bluestem
Indiangrass
Sideoats Grama
Catarina Bristlegrass
Green Sprangletop
Blue Grama
Buffalograss
Switchgrass

WILDFLOWERS
Black-Eyed Susan
Bluebonnets
Clasping Coneflower
Drummond Phlox
Indian Blanket
Lemon Mint
Mexican Hat
Plains Coreopsis
Showy Evening Primrose
Indian Paintbrush

For the San Juan Dam site, the herbaceous material will be drill seeded ¼ inch
into the ground at a rate of 10 pounds per acre for the grasses and 5 pounds per
acre for the wildflowers. At Rancho, the seed will be hand broadcast and hand
raked into the ground, due to the presence of stumps, at the same rates.
Maintenance Plan
After completion of the project, park staff will maintain the areas with help from
the Gulf Coast Exotic Plant Management Team (GCEPMT). The sites will be inspected
annually for non-native plant infestations and areas where additional seed is
needed. Non-native plants will either be hand-pulled or sprayed with glyphosate or
a grass-specific herbicide. New seed will be hand broadcast and hand raked into
the soil. Records of these activities will be produced to track progress.
Every 3-5 years it will be necessary to either burn or mow the project areas. The
exact interval may depend on the amount of thatch and tree/shrub seedlings that is
present. It is anticipated that the Rancho site will be burned by NPS staff and the
Floresville Rural Volunteer Fire Department. The San Juan Dam site, being within the
City of San Antonio, may present problems for open burning. If NPS staff and the city
fire department cannot conduct prescribed burning, the area will be mowed, with
the cut plant material raked and removed (is this necessary?). A prescribed burn

plan will be prepared by park staff and staff of Big Thicket National Park and Preserve
(BITH) Fire Program to ensure safe burning and proper smoke management.
Monitoring Plan
NOTE: Tomye or Mark S. should revise this or propose something else; monitoring
could be different for each site if desired or required to evaluate methods used.
A design created by the LBJ Wildflower Center will be the basis for this project.
It focuses on estimating percent cover for each observed species within 1 squaremeter quadrats. Each area will have several 50m or 100m? linear plots, with
randomly placed start points. Plots will be established using measuring tapes,
monumented with rebar at each end, and GPS coordinates will be recorded. Each
plot will then have 10 or 20? quadrats spaced along it at 5m intervals. Data will be
recorded for each quadrat separately and percent cover calculated.
In addition, photographs will be taken for each linear plot from the start point,
as well as of the project area from each corner or at four selected points. The
corners or selected points will be monumented with rebar and GPS coordinates
recorded.
This monitoring will be undertaken prior to any vegetation clearing or major site
preparation and repeated annually each spring during project implementation and
for at least three years after project is completed. Data will be forwarded to the Gulf
Coast Inventory and Monitoring Network (GULN) for input, analysis, and long-term
management.
IV.

Interpretive Program and Publicity

Three waysides are proposed to be added to the new trail systems to discuss
the prairie landscape that predominated throughout area before and during the
Spanish Colonial era (pre 1821AD). Currently, the missions are surrounded by urban
and agriculturally developed areas that have permanently altered the natural
landscape. The park film talks of a landscape “of tall grass prairies dotted with islands
of stands of live oaks and pecans,” that surrounded the missions. A tremendous
disconnect exists between the current environment and what existed so long ago
that served to draw numerous bands of Native Americans and the Spanish to the
area. Having accessible restored prairie landscapes within the boundary of the park
will help foster connections between people and landscape that was of vital
importance to the selection of the San Antonio area by the Spanish to colonize.
Of the three waysides to be produced, one wayside will be located near the
San Juan Dam area along the San Juan Dam trail. Two waysides will be added for
the Rancho de las Cabras trail network. The waysides will focus primarily on

describing the past environment and biodiversity found in the local prairie habitat
and how that biodiversity made these areas attractive to a diversity of cultures.
To publicize the importance of this restoration project and its benefits to the
community, the park will announce program goals in a series of press releases and
write articles and post pictures on the park’s social media sites which have well over
a thousand followers from the local area and over 350 local teachers. Being in a
highly urban area, access to the press is a tremendous advantage to share this
project with a wider audience, providing publicity about this program in general and
how it is positively affecting the park locally, especially when combined with other
high profile restoration projects underway by the park and its numerous park partners.
V.

Compliance and Implementation Plan

The work at Rancho was included in a 2012 Environmental Assessment for
development of visitor services. This National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
document described the conceptual plan for prairie restoration at two sites at
Rancho, one of which is the site covered by this plan. The NEPA process addressed
all other applicable federal compliance requirements such as Section 106, National
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) and the Endangered Species Act.
Compliance for the work at the San Juan Dam site is being addressed by an
Environmental Screening Form, a Section 106 NHPA Analysis of Effect, and, for NEPA
purposes, Categorical Exclusion #E.2 as allowed under NPS Director’s Order 12 (see
Appendix).
In addition, a future NEPA document will be prepared to cover a Fire Plan and
any prescribed burning that may occur at the project sites.
The following table presents an implementation plan for the project. Tasks,
leads, cooperators, a schedule, and costs with funding sources are all presented.

TASK

LEAD/Cooperators

COMPLETION DATE

FY2013

$20,000 from SEPAS project

Restoration plan

Park Biologist/SARA, LBJWC,
Native American Seed

December 1, 2012

Initial publicity

Park Chief of Interpretation/
other park staff
Park Biologist/Native Plant
Society, LBJWC, volunteers

March 31, 2013

Site preparation - start clearing and
spraying of target vegetation

Park Biologist/GCEPMT, BITH Fire
Program or contractor

June 10, 2013

Data input/analysis
Finish clearing/spraying of
vegetation
Disking/re-spraying (San Juan Dam
only)
Preliminary layout of interpretive
materials
FY2014

GULN/Park Biologist
Park Biologist/GCEPMT, BITH Fire
Program
Park Biologist/GCEPMT,
Contractor
Park Chief of Interpretation/ NPS

July 31, 2013
July 31, 2013

Initial Seeding

Park Biologist/GCEPMT, SARA
(drill seeding)

Nov. 30, 2013

Start production of interpretive
materials (final design/panel
fabrication/etc.)
Site inspections
Monitoring (year 2)

Park Chief of Interpretation/
Contractor

March 31, 2014

Park Biologist/GCEPMT
Park Biologist/Native Plant
Society, LBJWC, volunteers

April 30, 2014
May 31, 2014

Initial monitoring

BUDGET and FUNDING SOURCE

May 31, 2013

Sept. 15, 2013
Sept. 30, 2013

$5,000 SEPAS for consulting; all
writing and printing covered by
park
Covered by park
$4,000 SEPAS for equipment,
supplies, and consulting (some
of this supplied by park)
$10,000 SEPAS for some woody
veg removal (spraying labor
and some woody veg removal
covered by park/cooperators;
$1,000 SEPAS for herbicide
Covered by park and GULN
See two cells above
Covered by park and
cooperators
Covered by park
$22,000 from SEPAS
$9,500 for seed (330 lbs.),
SEPAS; labor covered by park
and cooperators
$10,000 SEPAS for contractor for
panels; fabrication of panels;
wayside frames
Covered by park
$2,500 SEPAS for equipment,
supplies, consulting (most of this
leftover or supplied by park)

Park Biologist/GCEPMT
GULN/Park Biologist
Park Chief of Interpretation/
other park staff

June 30, 2014
July 31, 2014
August 31, 2014

Supplemental Seeding

Park Biologist/GCEPMT, SARA
(drill seeding)

Nov. 30, 2014

Site inspections
Monitoring (year 3)

Park Biologist/GCEPMT
Park Biologist/Native Plant
Society, LBJWC, volunteers

April 30, 2015
May 31, 2015

Finish and distribute/install
interpretive materials
(panels/brochures/etc.)
Site maintenance
Data input/analysis
Year 3 publicity

Park Chief of Interpretation/
Contractor

June 30, 2015

Park Biologist/GCEPMT
GULN/Park Biologist
Park Chief of Interpretation/
other park staff

June 30, 2015
July 31, 2015
Sept. 15, 2015

Site maintenance
Data input/analysis
Year 2 publicity
FY2015

Covered by park and GCEPMT
Covered by park and GULN
Covered by park
$9,700 from SEPAS
$3,200 for seed (110 lbs.),
SEPAS; labor covered by park
and cooperators
Covered by park
$2,500 SEPAS for equipment,
supplies, and consulting (most
of this leftover or supplied by
park)
$4,000 SEPAS for installation of
waysides
Covered by park and GCEPMT
Covered by park and GULN
Covered by park

VI.
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